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Abstract

In a small SCADA system, using industrial standard components and simulating real world

applications, designs and constructs for thesis to interface between automation devices and software. It

programs PIC microcontroller that need the information to write the sequence of process that

flowchart like the PLC ladder-logic programs that control the equipment in system, software

integrators to he required the information for the configuration screens and hardware installers which

need the information to install and connect the equipment It uses the initiating processor's multiplexer

to verify that data or signals are being transmitted out of the parallel port and includes auto-coupler to

divide different voltages between circuits and computer .Existing SCADA system are divisible into two

groups - cheap and inflexible control, and another one is expensive but flexible control. This thesis

attempts to take a first step towards the best of both worlds - cheap and flexible SCADA. This is

attempted by means of using other network for SCADA communications and simple for control, both of

which maintain flexibility while reducing cost.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most SCADA and Process Control Systems being used by today's utility companies were

developed years ago, long before public and private networks or desktop computing were a common

part of business operations. As a result, the need for online security measures within these systems

was not anticipated. At the time, good security for SCADA systems meant limiting and securing the

physical access to the network and the consoles that controlled the systems.

Planners rationalized that if they were suitably isolated from any physical entryways, and if

access was limited to authorized personnel only, the systems were fully secure and unlikely to be

compromised. The increasingly netv, rked and linked infrastructure of modern SCADA systems has

rendered those early security plans obsolete. As utility companies have added new applications,

remote access points and links to other control systems, they have introduced serious online risks and

vulnerabilities that cannot be addressed by their physical control policies.

Often, these risks are underestimated due to the complexity of the network architecture, the

lack of formal network security guidelines and assumptions about the privacy of the network.

Organizations are now realizing the security of these systems means more than physically separating
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the system and the components they control and monitor. This project includes a computer connecting

the devices setting in the filling operation. It uses parallel port pins assigning input and output pins of

the computer. And it uses multiplexers to change the sequences of the process and optocouplers are

used between multiplexers and parallel port pins.

2. OBJECTIVES
1. To use easily SCADA system for industrial automation in the developing country;

2. To design simply monitoring system that customers want to desire for process

operation;

3. To decrease cost for popular SCADA software;

4. - To reduce the labor costs in Myanmar Industries;

5. To increase quality of product, security of process and maintenance for planning

machinery;

6. To express the concept of monitoring system for filling process.

3. METHODOLOGY
The system of this paper can be viewed as containing two major portions; control unit to

control the operation of filling process and the other to display and interface the simulation of devices

choosing page from user. This thesis is designed for interfacing and monitoring system. The

interfacing system is used control devices using multiplexers, optocouplers and parallel port interface.

The monitoring system is utilized programming using Visual Basic.Net from Visual Stidio2005

software. In this chapter, it is described interfacing and monitoring programs and the operation of the

interface system.

4. DESIGN AND APPLICATION OF SCADA BASED CONTROL SYSTEM
4.1. Interfacing for Real-time Monitoring

This system uses interfacing circuit and parallel port communication to interface between the

computer and the process for hardware implementation. It uses two multiplexers for input/output

condition and seventh optocouplers for parallel port pins.

4.1.1. Interfacing of Multiplexers

Multiplexers are used the type of LS74157 to switch the group of condition for input/output

of the process. The input pins of multiplexers are two portions to get the output. It is A type and B

type and selected pin is used to decide the, type of portion.The output pins of multiplexers are fourth

pins as Y type. It uses +5V supply from regulator power supply. Multiplexer 1 from the figure 4.1 is

only used for the input to the computer. The pins assign for multiplexer 1 is shown in table 4.1.The

operation of the process and counting bottles are used with the state of selected pin (0 orl) from
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parallel port using the user.

Figure 1: Circuit Diagram of Interfacing for Multiplexer 1 to Computer
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Figure 2: Circuit Diagram of Interfacing for Multiplexer 2 to Computer

Table 1: I/O of Multiplexer 1.

Pin Number
2
5
11
14
3
6
10
13
4
7
9
12

Portion
1A
2A
3A
4A
IB
2B
3B
4B
1Y
2Y
3Y
4Y

Input/Output
Input
Input
Inpjut
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input

Output
Output
Output
Output

System
Operation of Count Motor
Operation of Filling Motor
Operation of Conveyor Motor
Operation of Tank Filling Motor
Count signal from PIC Microcontroller
Count signal from PIC Microcontroller
Count signal from PIC Microcontroller
Count signal from PIC Microcontroller
Send signal of 1A or 1B to input of PC817-1
Send signal of 2A or 2B to input of PC817-2
Send signal of 3A or 3B to input of PC817-3
Send signal of 4A or 4B to input of PC817-4

The output of multiplexer are connected to the input of optocoupler PC 817 (1 to 4).

Multiplexer 2 from figure 4.2 is used a input pin to the computer. The pins assign for multiplexer 2 is

shown in table 4.2.

Table 2: I/O of Multiplexer 2.

Pin Number
2
3
4

Portion
1A
IB
1Y

Input/Output
Input
Input

Output

System
Error or Emergency Stop

Water Level up Signal
Send signal of 1A or 1B to input of PCS 17-5
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4.1.2. Interfacing of Optocowplers

Optocouplers are used the type of PCS 17 to shift the matching voltages between the computer

and the multiplexers. It is used to match the various different voltages. It uses two grounds as

common ground from the process and signal common ground from the computer in figure 4.1 and 4.2.

It operates the output of each of device is depending the condition of portion of multiplexers to the

parallel ports. The pin 2 from port is used the input of PC-6 and its output is used to select as 0 or 1

from the selected pin 1 of multiplexers. The pin 3 from port is used the input of PC-7 and its output is

used to switch Start/Stop switch of the process.

4.1.3. Computerized control portion of the system

The second address is the port's Status register, and the third is the Control register. But it is

the tenth conditions of input for the filling process. So, it uses the two multiplexers including two

portions that it switches the portions depended the selected pin (0 or 1) from the computer.

Table 3: Parallel Port I/O Pins Assign

(a) Data bits positioning in the Data Register

Pin

Data bits
0x378
System

9

8
D7
-

8

7
D6
.

7

6
D5
-

6

5
D4
-

5

4
D3
-

4

3
D2
-

3

2
Dl
SPM

2

1
DO
SST

(b) Status bits positioning in the Status Register
Pin
Status bits
0x379

System

Se
le

ct
ed

Pi
n

0

1

11
8
BSY

CYM

C3

10
7
ACK

TFM

C4

12
6
PAP

FPM

C2

13
5
ON

CM

Cl

15
4
ERR

ER

WLU

-
3

-

-

-
2

-

-

-
1

-

-

Pin
Control bits

0x37A

System

( c) Control bits positioning in
-
8

-

-

-
7

-

-

-
6

-

-

-
5

-

-

the Control Register
17
4

DSL

-

16
3

INI

-

14
2

ALF

-

1
1

STB

-

SPM = Selected Pin from Multiplexers

SST = Start/Stop Switch

CYM = Conveyor Motor

TFM - Tank Filling Motor

FPM = Filling Pump Motor

CM = Counter Motor

ER = Error or Emergency

C 1 to 4 = Counter Bits
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4.2. Interfacing for Parallel Port Communication

The application calls DLL procedures much like any other subroutine or function. Microsoft's

visual basic has been the most popular choice for basic programmers developing window programs. It

can add Inp and Out to the language in a dynamic linked library (DLL). A DLL contains code that any

windows program can access, including the program written in visual basic. This thesis includes

DLLs for port access: inpout32-dll, for use with 32-bits VB program.

Module modinout

Public outS As Integer

Public outselect As Integer

Public outStart As Integer

Public inWaterTankPump As Boolean

Public inConveyor As Boolean

Public inCounter As Boolean

Public inFillingPump As Boolean

Public inError As Boolean

Public inCountO As Boolean

Public inCountl As Boolean

Public inCount2 As Boolean

Public inCountS As Boolean

Public inCount As Integer

Public inWaterUP As Boolean

Public Declare Function Inp Lib "inpout32.dll" Alias "Inp32" (ByVal PortAddress As Integer) As
Integer

Public Declare Sub Out Lib "inpout32.dir Alias 1!Out32" (ByVal PortAddress As Integer, ByVal

Value As Integer)

End Module

In a program, the program declares the Inp32 and Out32 contained in inpout32 and declares

variables using software for filling process. A program that writes directly to a parallel port has no

way of knowing whether another application is already using the port.

4.3. Monitoring and Displaying for Filling Process

The whole application software of Data Acquisition, Processing and Monitoring System is

finished and tested for this thesis. The basic operation principle of the system is described in

following. The monitoring software of main page (personal computer) must run and send appropriate

command to the Data Acquisition and Processing Module (Remote Terminal Unit) via Multiplexer.

After receiving and checking the command, the data acquisition and processing module (operation

mode) are processed by the received command. If the command is selected to acquire data from
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sensors using filling process and requested to send acquire data, the operation mode acquire the

analog signal input from sensors, process and send the result to output system. On the same way

motors must control using operation sequence including flowchart like PLC program and the

condition of motors is send to the simulation page.

4.3.1. Windows Application System

The software of this system designs with Windows Based Application. Windows Based

Application is used to control devices and to read input data from multiplexers using the process

using auto-coupler and parallel interface port.

Visual Basic.Net from IDE is used for the monitoring of the filling process and uses window

application form, classes, modules and etc. Properties boxes and Tools box are used to design

components as real devices. And the monitoring and interfacing visual basic programs are written in

the design.vb forms.

4.3.2. Linking Windows System for the Process

The operation of filling process can be run and stopped from main page by operator. The

main page serves to collect data from operation mode and display in real-time running and save the

collected data. The graph line is drawn in approximately 1 second step until the STOP command is

accepted. When the main page program is shutdown the data acquisition and processing is shutdown

all process except receiving command from the main page. So, the application software can be

viewed in pages, the main page of PC and other pages linking each other as software of SCADA

system.

4.3.2.1. Main page

The operation of filling process can be ran and stopped from main page by operator. The

main page serves to collect data from operation mode and display in real-time graph and save the

collected data. When the main page program is shutdown the data acquisition and processing is

shutdown all process except receiving command from the main page. So, the application software can

be viewed in pages, the main page of PC and other pages linking each other as software of SCADA

system.
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Figure3: Visual Stidio.Net 2005 IDE

This main function of this module is send control command for operation mode and collect

data that module. The graph line is drawn to monitor for value of appropriate sensor. This page can be

divided into the following function-Operation mode (real-time simulating as hardware), Hardware

mode (displaying components like real devices), Data mode (List of facts of SCADA system for

filling process), and Control modes (including Start, Stop and Exit for security).

4.3.2.2. Simulation page

The main function of Operation mode is to acquire data from different analog sensor

and motor driver by using multiplexer processing and sending acquired data to main page. This

module also indicates current condition of the process by using window pages display and component

display pages. As soon as the command is received from main page the program works by procedure.

It is shown in figure 4.4. It links to three windows to display the components from main page

condition. This window is the real-time simulation of motors, sensors and bottle counting process.

The signal of input for real-time uses the signal of I/O (modinout) state from main page.

4.3.3. Designing program for Main Page

This uses the visual basic.net portion of window application from Visual Studio 2005 IDE. It

designs a window form using the software application data and uses data by depended the process

from the properties. The devices using the control are used on the form by using the toolbox. And the

code of programming for each of the component is written on the code viewer by using visual basic.

Timer tools are used for timing of data interfacing and input/output for process data. A Timer is used

to raise an event at user-defined intervals. This Windows timer is designed for a single-threaded

environment where UI threads are used to perform processing. It requires that the user code have a Ul
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message pump available and always operate from the same thread, or marshal the call onto another

thread.

Gets or sets the time, in milliseconds, between timer ticks. The Windows Forms Timer

component has an Interval property that specifies the number of milliseconds that pass between one

timer event and the next. Unless the component is disabled, a timer continues to receive the Tick

event at roughly equal intervals of time.

This component is designed for a Windows Forms environment. The read/write signal of I/O

system activates every time. It uses timer tool (timlnJTick) to watch the port system. The signal is

flowed to selected pin of multiplexers from timer state. If the input of selected is high, the input

signals from parallel port (inWaterTankPump, inError, inCounter, inFillingPump and inConveyor) are

true. The input of each is compare with the particular selecting address. If it is low, the counter bit and

input pin (inUp Water) is true. It writes -

modinout.inWaterTankPump = Hf(inp And 8, False, True)

modinout. inConveyor = IIf(inp And 32, False, True)

modinout.inCounter = IIf(inp And 128, True, False)

modinoutinFillingPump = IIf(inp And 16, False, True)

modinout.inError = IIf(inp And 64, False, True)

modinout.inWaterTankPump - IIf(inp And 8, False, True)

modinoutinConveyor = IIf(inp And 32, False, True)

modinoutinCounter = IIf(inp And 128, True, False)

modinoutinFillingPump = IIf(inp And 16, False, True)

modinoutinError = Hf(inp And 64, False, True)

In the following program line, the two outputs of select and start are used with OR system to output

address and the input address uses 889 decimal number.
modmout.Out(888, modinout.outselect + modinout.outStart)

inp = modinout.Inp(889)

It includes the buttons as start, stop, simulation, hardware, data and exit. Start/stop is used to true or

false for the output system. It writes -

For Stop, modinout.outStart = 0

For Start, modinout.outStart = 1

The main form is activated about the following codes and set the output address as 378h or 888

decimal numbers.

modinout.Out(888, 0)

modinout.outStart = 0

modinoutoutS = 0
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Figure 4: Flow Chart of Program for Input/Output System

The error signal from the process activates every time. So it uses timer tool (timError_Tick)

to watch this condition. If error signal from input/output system is true, it plays the audio file in my

computer and the back color of button is red. If it is false, is light green. This system is always turned

on. It is shown in figure 4.5.

Next, the simulation button (btSimulation) for linking the real-time simulation process is used to open

the simulation dialog box (frmSimulation). It writes -

frrnSimulation.ShowDialogO

And the hardware simulation (btHardware) for linking the filling icon process is utilized to open the

hardware dialog box (frmHardware). It writes-

frmHardware. ShowDialogO

The data box (btData) for user guide for filling process using SCADA is used to open the data box

(frmData). It uses- frmData.ShowDialog()

Lastly, the exit button (bffixit) for closing the system is used. It includes the message box depended
the user decision.

4.3.4. Designing Program for Monitoring of Simulation Page

This page uses the simulation of components on the form (frmSimulation). The signal of

simulation for each is get to display on the page from timer (timln^Tick) of main page. So the

location of each of image is put on the form using picture box tool (pbName). Next, the text showing

the running process and the stopping process displays on the form by using start button on state. It

writes- pbConveyorJmageLocation = Application.StartupPath & "¥jpg¥Conveyorl.jpg"
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pbCounterJmageLocation = Application.StartupPath & "¥jpg¥Counter0.jpg"

pbFillingPump.ImageLocation = Application.StartupPath & "¥jpg¥fillingl.jpg"

pbcupl.ImageLocation = Application.StartupPath & "¥jpg¥cup.jpg"

pbTank.ImageLocation = Application.StartupPath & "¥jpg¥TankNormal.jpg"

Ifmodinout.outStart = 1 Then

IMode.Text = "Running State of Process!!"

Else

IMode.Text = "Stopping State of Process!!"

End If

This system needs to test how the state of input pin is. So it uses timer tool from window

application to display the components. The simulation of running conveyor is used timer tool

(timConveyorJTick). If the input signal for conveyor (inConveyor) gets from input timer, the

displaying of conveyor shows on the form.

And the simulation of moving count motor is used timer tool (timCounterJTick). If the input

of signal for count motor (inCounter) gets from the input timer, the displaying of count motor shows

on the form with changing the images. The color of the count sensor changes with the signal of input

counter pin as light green or red. It uses the system of the image location in Microsoft visual basic.

The images for displaying get in the desired file and it puts the direction of file using in computer.

The displaying of image for filling in the bottle is two images of design for filling. It uses

timer tool (timFillingPump_Tick) to get signal from input system. If the signal of input pin

(inFillingPump) is true, it displays the image of filling (filling) and the red color of filling system

(PFilling) on the form. It is not true, it displays the image of bottle (fillingl) and the light green color

of filling system (PFilling). The images of filling bottle are put in the desired location of the

computer.

The displaying of image for filling in the Tank is three images of design for filling. It uses

timer tool (timTanlcJick) to get signal from input system. Firstly, the color of upper level sensor

(PUpperLevel) puts the light green. If the signal of input pin (inWaterUP) is true, it displays the

image of full water tank (TankFull) in the location of image (pbTank) and the red color of upper level

sensor on the form.

And if it is not the above, it is tested true or false for the signal of input pin

(inWataTanfcPump) and if it is true, it displays the image of filling water tank (TankFilling) in the

location of image (pbTank). If it is not true also the above, it displays the image of normal water tank

(TankNormal). The images of tank condition are put in the desired location of the computer.

The signal of error is also used in the simulation page. But the condition of error shows by

changing the color of error button on the form. The flow of program equals the program of above

error. If the input pin (inError) is true, it changes the color of error image (PError) simultaneously red

or black. If it is not true, it displays the light green color.
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Next, the simulation button (btMotor) for linking the real-time simulation for running motors

in the process is used to open the motor dialog box (frmMotor). It writes -

frmMotor.ShowDialogO

The sensors simulation (btSensors) for linking the real-time condition of sensors in the

process is utilized to open the sensor dialog box (frmSensors). It writes-

frmSensors. ShowDialog()

And the counter simulation (btCovmter) for linking the real-time number of bottles finished

overall filling system in the process is utilized to open the counter dialog box (frmCounter). It writes-

frmCounter. ShowDialogQ

Lastly, the back button (btBack) for closing the system is used. It comes back to the main page.

4.3.5. Implementation Program for Motor Page

This page is linked with the simulation page to see the condition of motors including in the

system. It uses that by pressing the motor button (btMotor) from the simulation. This uses back button

to back the simulation page. The displaying of image for the running motors is two images of design

for motor. It uses timer tool (timerl_Tick) to get signal from input system. The input signals of

parallel port pins are simultaneously used for the tank filling motor (inWaterTankPump), the bottle

filling motor (inFillingPump), the conveyor motor (inConveyor) and the count motor (inCounter).

All of images of motor are displayed at the images of location in the image box. If the signal

of not only all input pins but also each input pin is false, it displays the image of motor 1 in each

location of image as the images of supply filling motor, filling motor, conveyor motor and counter

motor (pbSFM, pbFM, pbConveyor and pbCounter). If it is not, next if the left of the image location

in Microsoft visual basic is true, it displays the image of motor2 in each location of image and if it is

not, it is same the above. The images of motor condition are put in the desired location of the

computer.

4.3.6. Implementation Program for Sensor Page

This page is linked with the simulation page to see the condition of sensors including in the

system. It uses that by pressing the sensor button (btSensor) from the simulation. This uses back

button to back the simulation page. The displaying of image for the running sensors is two colors of

design for sensor. It uses timer tool (timerlJTick) to get signal from input system.

The input signals of parallel port pins are simultaneously used for the water level up sensor

(inWaterUp), the bottle filling sensor (inFillingPump), and the count sensor (inCounter). The color

images of sensor are displayed at the images of location in the image box. Firstly, the color of lower

level sensor puts the red color. If the signal of not only all input pins but also each input pin is true, it

displays the red color image of sensor in each location of image as the images of upper level sensor,

reach bottle sensor and count bottle sensor (pULS, pRBS and pCBS). If it is not, it displays the light
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green color image of sensor in each location of image.

4.3.7. Implementation Program for Counter Page

This page is linked with the simulation page to see the condition of bottles including in the

system. It uses that by pressing the counter button (btCounter) from the simulation. This uses back

button to back the simulation page. The displaying of image for the counted bottles is ten images of

design for bottle.

It uses timer tool (timCount_Tick) to get signal from input system. Firstly, it uses the label

tool to display the number of bottle using the signal of the input pin (inCount).And the image boxes is

used to display the bottle images. All of images of bottle are initially displayed at the images of

location (pbCup) in the image box.

Because of the condition of input signal, the images are deleted form the image box. If the

signal bit of input pin (inCount) is less than ten, it deletes the image of bottle in the location of image

(pbcuplO) and goes on the image (pbcupl) as the above. The images of bottle condition are put in the

desired location of the computer.

4.4 Simulation Result of Filling process windows

User Guide For the Filling Process Using SCADA System

Title: Design and Application of SCADA based control system for Filling Process

Designed by: Mr. Aung Naing Myint ( Ph.D.Thesis), MTU
Mr. Hla Soe (Ph.D.Thesis), MTU

Supervisor: Dr. Maung Maung Latt
Proffesor and Head
Electronic and Electrical Central Research Department, MTU

Co-supervisor: Dr. Theigi
Deputy Director
Myanma Scientific and Technological Research Department, MOST

How must it be used?

Firstly, Visual Stidio 2005 software must be installed on the computer that must use
for the filling process of pure drinking water plant. The files or .exe of monitoring system
are put in the hardisk of the computer.lt is a very important thing. It must put system 32
of '.dll' file in the 'c:\program filesKystem files' for the Data Link Libary to connect the
other files. It must be used in the following stept -

connect to all of the including components.

. communicate with parallel port connector between the hardware devices and the

Sureiitliat^pntfe Exit in theprocess•?

Wo

Figure 5: User Guide & Exit window
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5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present research, the design, implementation and displaying of filling process using

Visual Basic.Net programming for the monitoring and control system by using SCADA system have

been studied. For simulation and component of process, it designs with Visual Basic.Net from Visual

Stidio.Net 2005 IDE. Communication system uses parallel port and interfacing circuit (including

Multiplexers and Optocouplers).Hardware of filling process is designed with the small sample model

and test by connecting hardware and computer, and it can start/stop with component using monitoring

system and can see all of state running for filling processes.

In monitoring system, it use monitoring and controlling with computers connecting by

networking system. Its system can control each of computers. It can use network communication

software and database programming of Visual Studio.Net software. It needs a program to update data

form real-time process. Since the system is developed Visual Basiv.Net programming languages, the

process of the system becomes under windows environment application and these programming

languages are under Windows based programming.

Using the information explained in this thesis, along with an understanding of the process that

the system undertakes, it is possible to automate any system, improving the time, cost, and most

importantly the repeatability of the end product.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS
In this project, the parallel port communication limits the input and output pins using for the

process. So it is not used in the big process. And it is used with the analog devices as motors

otherwise it is not used with the digital signal. The simulation of the process can be used not only

theVB.Net but also the other languages. It is showed with the condition of filling process based

SCADA system.
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